
KLAG TIME: April 26 

 

This week is a little different, as it’s the last week of the school holidays. 

In church we shared a “kid’s talk with Colin” - which was great! 

Hope you could sing along with “10, 9, 8” 

 

This week, the K-1 class and the 4-6 class are going to have a ZOOM catch up time 

with their teachers. Don’t worry - the 2-3 class will have a turn soon too! Hope you can 

join in the fun! 

K/1 at midday - contact Kylie if you want a link to join in! 

4-6 at 4pm - Contact Laurentia if you want a link to join in.. 

 

Activities for you to do: 
 

● Can you create any more words with pictures? -  

Like Ice cream (eye - scream) or great (grrrrrrr - 8) 

What about carpet (car - pet); or dollop (doll - lip); cashew (Cash-shoe?) 

Any others ????? 

 

● Can you create your own memory verse learning game for Psalms 145:3 - think 

of the suggestions we made last week…. Picture puzzle; shooting game; or try 

the chalk jumping shown on the video. 

 

● Would you like to do some cooking? Or science? Ok… try this: 

 

Creamless Ice cream! 
 

4 very ripe (but not overripe) bananas, peeled and broken into chunks and frozen solid 

Pinch of ground cinnamon 

½ teaspoon (2.5mL vanilla extract 
 

Put everything into a blender and blend until smooth…. Start on the slowest speed and 

work up to the fastest. 

Reduce the speed before you turn it off. 

Scrape into bowls with a rubber spatula and enjoy! 

You can keep it in the freezer for about 2 hours… After that, it will start to freeze solid 

and it will need to be chopped up and run through the blender again.  

 

Have a great week everyone…. See you next week! 

 



 


